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GOAL: Study the impacts of (Gen)AI on industrial control systems (ICSs) for each step of the cyber kill 
chain (CKC) to better understand attacker strategies and build stronger defenses 

Contacts: {zcynthia, ranjanp, msiegel}@mit.edu

 1. ICSs are the backbone of critical 
infrastructure, but are left vulnerable

 2. (Gen)AI poses a new threat to an 
already threatened system of ICSs
(Gen)AI can exploit each of the vulnerabilities 
mentioned above as follows:

1. Legacy systems have widely known 
vulnerabilities and exploits which (Gen)AI can 
quickly discover and use

2. Unpatched systems and poor visibility lead to 
easily exploitable vulnerabilities such as 
default passwords

3. IT/OT convergence increases the attack area 
on which (Gen)AI can discover vulnerabilities

4. Undertrained employees are easy targets for 
(Gen)AI-generated spear phishing attacks.

4.  What are the 7 steps of the Cyber Kill Chain (CKC) framework? 

6.  How does (Gen)AI affect attackers and defenders on the CKC?

5. Example of a (Gen)AI powered attack on a power grid on the CKC
ICSs play a pivotal role in water treatment plants, the 
power grid, oil pipelines, telecommunications, etc. 
However, they are vulnerable because:

1. ICSs are littered with legacy systems
2. OT systems are difficult to patch
3. OT systems have poor visibility
4. IT/OT convergence leads to attack spillover
5. Lack of security awareness

 3. A CKC guided analysis allows for 
insights into attack and defense sides
Analysis of (Gen)AI’s impacts on ICSs on the Cyber Kill 
Chain allows for:

● enhanced comprehension of the threat 
landscape at every stage of a cyber attack

● a tool for devising proactive defense strategies 
to counter AI-driven cyberattacks on ICSs

(Gen)AI defense action items for industrial control system management

Read more about (Gen)AI’s 
impact on ICSs on the CKC:

Answer a quick survey about 
your thoughts on (Gen)AI’s 
impact on ICSs:


